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Our Mission Statement:
Congregation Ahavath Beth Israel is a progressive synagogue dedicated to
Torah (lifelong learning), Avodah (spiritual growth), G’milut Chasadim
(acts of lovingkindness), and Community-Building.

Our Objectives:

Torah (Lifelong Learning): Foster lifelong Jewish learning that incorporates
quality multidimensional programming across all aspects of congregational
life.
Avodah (Spiritual Growth): Create more energy and participation in Jewish
observance, along with diverse opportunities for spiritual growth.
G’milut Chasadim (Acts of Lovingkindness): Cultivate an environment that
empowers people to live our Jewish values through acts of lovingkindness.
Community-Building:: Create a vital Jewish community that draws active
participation.
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Rabbi’s Report
Rabbi Daniel B. Fink
In a speech delivered in 1966, Robert Kennedy noted: “There is a Chinese curse which says ‘May he live in
interesting times.’ Like it or not, we live in interesting times. They are times of danger and uncertainty; but
they are also the most creative of any time in the history of mankind.”
These words, uttered over fifty years ago, speak powerfully to where we, as a congregation, a community,
and a people find ourselves today. American Judaism is in a time of transition. We have learned that some
of the old models that sustained community over the past few generations, such as one-size-fits-all synagogue membership and drop-off religious schools, are woefully in adequate in 2018. Across our nation,
congregations and communities are working to find new ways to engage young Jews, sustain synagogues, and infuse life with a sense of holiness and meaning.
Here at CABI, we are part of that effort. Slowly but surely, we are re-defining our mission for the twenty-first
century. The ultimate goal—creating a Jewish community rooted in learning, spiritual growth, acts of lovingkindness and social justice—has not changed, but the way we get there has, and will continue to do so,
rapidly.
Over the coming year, we will be working with the Union for Reform Judaism to solidify and renew our
vision and strengthen our strategic planning to get us there. Even more importantly, we will be creating
opportunities to listen to you, our membership, the heart and soul of this community. We look forward to
hearing from you, and growing with you.
Together, we will find innovative ways to learn Torah as a living truth that provides meaning for our lives.
We will reinvigorate ancient worship traditions and create new ones. We will care for one another. And
we will not shy away from speaking out on the political and moral issues that affect us as Jews—and as
Americans. In an age in which our culture is badly broken—awash in guns, bigotry, xenophobia, racism,
misogyny and anti-Semitism—we must be counter-cultural, resisting the crass and corrupt powers that be
with the ideals of progressive Judaism.
The core of CABI will always be its people—especially our board, staff and volunteers. I am so thankful for
those with whom I have had the pleasure and privilege of working every day: Nina Spiro, Joanna Jost,
Nemmie Stieha, Beth Harbison, and Kat Dellamater. Special thanks to our president Sharon Ledesma who
has guided us over the past year with poise, grace, intellect and empathy. We are all richer for her ongoing leadership. I am grateful to our outgoing board and excited about the incoming one. I offer my deep
thanks to our countless volunteers who teach, cook, lead services, administer, file, answer phones, and so
much more.
Last but not least, I want to note how blessed we have all been to have Nina Spiro as CABI’s Synagogue
Director—and how thankful we are to have Tamara Shapiro Ansotegui as our new Executive Director.
Nina has set the bar high, as she has strengthened us all with her kindness and compassion, nurturing relationships with so many, and tending to the logistics of congregational life with her extraordinary and loving
concern for all of the details that make CABI tick. As we mark this transition, let us celebrate Nina’s superb
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work and boldly continue to move forward toward our vision and strategy for the twenty first century
under Tamara’s guidance.
As Rabbi Abraham Isaac Kook taught: “The old must be made new, and the new must be made holy.”
Our future depends on our accepting these challenges and navigating through them with creativity
and commitment.

L’Shalom,
Rabbi Dan

President’s Report
Sharon Ledesma
Thanks to all of you for your participation and interest in the CABI community. It is for you and because
of you that Jewish life and culture continue to add vibrancy to the Treasure Valley community. I am one
year into my two-year term as president, and along with a very active board and dedicated staff we continue to strive to fulfill the mission of CABI.
ShulCloud is up and running; I hope that those of you who are using it find it helpful. The learning
curve is steep, but our tech savvy staff has been hard at work to make our directory, calendar of events,
worship schedule, religious school information, and newsletters readily available. Members who sign in
can also manage their donations and financial accounts from the website. Thanks to Kat, Nina, Beth
and Elliot for honing their computer skills during this transition.
After several years of deficit budgets, one of the first things the new Board did was to pass a balanced
budget by trying to increase revenue through a new dues structure. The video explaining the target
amounts of financial participation can be found on our website. Huge kudos to Amy Duque, my partner in leadership and to James Auw, our treasurer.
We will continue a relationship with our rent paying tenants, and have renewed the contract with The
Cooperative Preschool that is housed in the portable classroom on the North West corner of our property. The conscientious staff added a new wrought iron security gate to the back property line of CABI
after two very minor, yet unfortunate vandalism events.
Addie Waxman has been chairing our security committee for many years and has fostered a supportive
relationship with the Boise Police Department. She has also seen to fruition a newly installed security
system project that includes video cameras and motion detection lights. Many thanks to Addie and her
security committee for their diligence and dedication to keeping us all safer.
We have added two new staff members this year:
#1. A Shabbat coordinator position has been added to organize Shabbat Together, a new program that
will revolve around making Friday nights a more participatory and community oriented event. Service
start times will be standardized to avoid confusion, and they will be earlier to allow time for Shabbat
meals to be enjoyed together in congregants’ homes. Look for more information to come after the
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High Holidays. We are happy to welcome Naomi Brownson as our first Shabbat Together Coordinator.
#2. An Executive Director position was established this year, and we are happy to announce that Tamara
Shapiro Ansotegui will be beginning in this role next month. She will help us to reevaluate and articulate
CABI’s mission, as well as helping us set a long-term vision for CABI’s future. This includes working with the
board and the congregation as a whole to find ways to increase revenue and participation, to enlarge our
volunteer pool, to manage our growth, and to make the best use of all the resources available to us.
The transition from a synagogue director to an executive director is a big step for CABI. We are only prepared to take this step because of the amazing job that Nina Spiro has done as our synagogue director.
We are so grateful to Nina for organizing us, managing our building and property, directing events and
ongoing operations day in and day out, and making sure everything at the synagogue runs smoothly for
all its stakeholders. It has been a huge undertaking, and her grace and efficiency has brought us to this
point. Thank you for your leadership, Nina. You have put your whole heart into your work, and we all
have benefitted from it. We look forward to continuing to work with you as an active synagogue member
and dear friend.
The Board acts as Stewards of the CABI community, entrusted with the well being of our finances, our
staff, and our facilities, and our future. We would like to express our gratitude to the departing members of
the CABI board this year who have devoted so much of their time and energy to CABI’s well being. Thank
you to Addie Waxman, Ellen Suchar, Oni Kinberg, and Leigh Evans, who we hope to continue working
with on many projects to come. We are very pleased to present six nominees to the 2018 slate for the
CABI Board of Trustees: Jesikah Luangaphay, Treasurer; James Auw, Member at Large; Dorothy Geffon,
Member at Large; David Levine, Member at Large; Vicky Stieha, Member at Large; and Arleen Winkler,
Member at Large. I look forward to working with each of you during this exciting year of change and
growth.
Please consider my door always open – I welcome the comments and feedback of everyone in the CABI
community. Please join us in building a more active and inclusive CABI experience for everyone. Thank
you!

Synagogue Director’s Report
Nina Spiro
It has been my pleasure to serve CABI since 2014 as its first Synagogue Director, following on my work as
Religious School Director from 2007-2013. As Synagogue Director I was charged with overseeing facilities
and grounds; communication, including IT; volunteer coordination; and membership recruitment and retention. During my time on the job, I am especially proud that we completed the landscaping of our 5.2acre property; brought The Cooperative Preschool to our campus as tenants and as caring neighbors; and
made significant progress in attending to deferred maintenance issues. I was gratified to support the
growth of our Religious School and the CABI Community Garden; work hand-in-glove with volunteers to
craft our print newsletter and mass email communication; and shepherd implementation of our ShulCloud
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membership management system and website. As a central point of contact for all things CABI, I have
been privileged to feel the heartbeat of our congregation through relationships built, projects accomplished, and goals yet to be dreamed.
In addition to collaborating with the CABI Board, staff, committee chairs and volunteers, my job required
frequent contact with outside vendors. Working with outside vendors provided frequent reminders of
how highly our campus, congregation, historic synagogue and rabbi are regarded in the Treasure Valley,
in Idaho, and in the Northwest. We are truly fortunate to be valued in this community.
I am grateful that as Synagogue Director, I met many new congregants, and deepened connections with
congregants I already knew. I look forward to continuing my participation at CABI as a congregant and
as a friend to my now-extended network of Treasure Valley Jews, and I am excited to welcome Tamara
Shapiro Ansotegui as our first Executive Director.

Religious School Report
Jewish Journeys Team
“Living Jewish Tradition, Building Jewish Identity”

Jewish Journeys and Hebrew
The educational goal of the CABI Religious School boils down to one simple idea: we want our kids to
want to be Jewish. Every Jewish family has a host of beliefs, knowledge, customs, and stories about what
it means to be a Jew, and we want to pass these on to our children. At CABI, our religious school mission is to help families accomplish this.
We also want our youth to want to attend religious “school.” Secular academic days are already demanding and long. Therefore, we are committed to offering content in a variety of interactive, hands-on
lessons and experiences designed to be interesting, enjoyable, and a challenge for each age and grade
level.
New this year
-Block Scheduling
This year, we introduced a new model of teaching and learning more closely akin to camp than school.
All students in grades 1 – 6 participated in rotating learning blocks including Jewish cooking, Israeli culture, geography, art, and Torah study, followed by Hebrew language and prayer. Having a variety of
hands-on learning experiences proved wildly popular and we will continue with this model next year.
-Budding Philanthropists – “BP” Project
According to Maimonides, the most valuable form of charity is helping people support themselves. With
this in mind, and with the idea of teaching our children how to give thoughtfully and with the greatest
impact, we began a new program to actively engage our Bar and Bat Mitzvah students in philanthropy.
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Inspired by the Jewish Teen Funding Network, Amy Duque is coordinating our BP program. CABI students
created a grant-giving foundation with tzedaka they earned and which families donated, combined with
seed money from a Groves Foundation grant. Students developed a mission statement, and solicited and
assessed proposals from Boise area individuals and non-profits. Seventeen proposals were received and
through consensus, students selected three organizations to receive $1,000 grants. We hope to continue
to grow the program making it our B’nai Mitzvah class service project. Plans next year include visiting grant
recipients and volunteering at area non-profits. Each year, post B’nai Mitzvah students will mentor younger
students and teach them how to be budding philanthropists.
-Mazel Tots
Beginning in January 2018, we began our newest program for our newest Jews. Mazel Tots met monthly
to bring together babies through toddlers and their families to celebrate Kabbalat Shabbat. Tamar Milstein
planned and facilitated the program with challah baking, music, candle lighting, blessings, and plenty of
time to shmooze. We hope to make Mazel Tots a permanent part of our Shabbat Together Initiative as we
grow the program.

-Hadracha - program for junior CABITs and CABITs (7th – 12th grades) Year 2
We are proud that post B’nai Mitzvah retention of teens continues at CABI with 20+ students enrolled. Students comment that here in the Treasure Valley, it’s only at CABI that they can comfortably be themselves
both Jewishly and individually. They long to just “hang out” with other Jewish teens in the embracing and
inclusive kehillah (community) which they have created. The mitzvot of service and volunteerism for our
community continues to be central to the teen religious school experience. Teens spend half of each
Wednesday evening in student- and occasionally Rabbi-led study. For the other half of religious school evenings, teens select jobs as assistant teachers, baristas, photographers, break-time, library, and administrative
assistants, and as teen board members/VPs. Participation and management of the Hadracha program was
a challenge at times with teens’ busy lives and competing commitments but we hope to continue this important program with ongoing modifications that will best teach and serve the teens and their adult counterparts.
On another note:
-Security Plan
It is my hope that families and other congregants can discuss and agree on a security plan that is both realistic and able to be implemented particularly during religious school but would address safety and security
during services, communal meetings, and holiday events.
-We need teachers
We need to invest in the professional development and retention of religious school and Hebrew teachers.
We hope to encourage participation by playing to the strengths and interests of adult members of our
community who genuinely enjoy children of all ages and see the importance of Jewish education. We
especially need to expand our pool of Hebrew teachers and tutors.
-Adult role models and L’dor v’dor (from generation to generation)
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We want our children to learn the importance of service and philanthropy, as well as, and perhaps above
all, the value of Jewish community. I remain hopeful that we can recruit more adults to model these mitzvot. Family life is increasingly busy (yes, even more so than you remember!), and we need aunts, uncles,
grandparents, singles, young and old to help with the many needs of running religious school.
Finally, thank you all for your generous and continued support of our Religious School and for allowing me
the honor to fulfill my heart’s passion. I want my children, our children, and grandchildren to be and do
Jewish – and to love it!

L’Shalom,
Beth Harbison, Director of Education

CABI Teens (CABIT) Report
Beth Harbison
The long-term success of a TYG (teen youth group) hinges on its being self-sustaining through studentdesigned and student-led activities and traditions. We are now four years into CABIT’s official designation
as a NFTY (“nifty” National Federation of Temple Youth) TYG, and I’m thrilled to say that CABIT is nearing
this stage of independence with its own unique culture and traditions.
CABI Teens (CABIT)
CABIT continues to be a popular post B’nai Mitzvah youth group, regularly engaging twenty teens ages 13
– 18 in “doing Jewish.” Activities include weekly Rabbi- and student-led discussion sessions, a hadracha
(leadership training) program which provides religious school teaching assistance, social time, service, and
social action activities. Teens elect their own board members who plan and lead a variety of teen-only activities. This year’s activities included: two “lock-ins” (overnighters), a Tu B’shevat seder, a Hanukkah party,
Rosh HaShana honey sales at the synagogue and at Boise High School, a Black-Jewish Relations Movie and
Discussion night, Yom HaShoah planning and representation, running the religious school Purim carnival,
and facilitating two Idaho Food Bank food drives.
CABIT members pride themselves on creating and sustaining a uniquely welcoming and inclusive TYG.
Many students comment that CABIT’s weekly meetings are often the only place they can be themselves,
both as Jews and as individuals, here in the Treasure Valley. We continue to attract new teens including
many whose families are not (yet) involved at CABI, but who support their children’s interest in their Jewish
heritage. We also have several teens each year exploring Judaism and seeking to convert.
CABIT is also actively engaged in the regional and national URJ youth movement, NFTY (Northwest Federation for Temple Youth). CABIT has had several members run for Regional NW NFTY Board positions; this
past year and next year, CABIT has had and will have a teen on the regional NFTY board! Additionally, 10
– 12 teens regularly attend the four regional gatherings held throughout the Northwest. This summer, two
CABI teens will attend the URJ’s national leadership training camp, Camp Kutz, a third student will travel to
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Israel with the URJs Mitzvah Corps, and another will be a CIT (counselor in training) at our own regional URJ camp, Camp Kalsman.
All TYGs wax and wane in numbers over the years. My hope is that CABIT, regardless of size, is becoming like the great tree whose roots and branches will nurture and sustain many teens in the coming years.
CABees
We enjoyed a “bumper crop” honey harvest this past fall. With your support, and sales at Boise High
School, teens earned over $700 and were able to donate to hurricane disaster relief in Houston and
Puerto Rico. As is too often the case with apiaries, our CABees mysteriously died during this past winter and sadly, we will have no honey for Rosh HaShanah 5779. I hope to get us back up and running by Spring 5779 (2019). We’re always looking for folks interested in hobby beekeeping, by the
way! It’s hot and heavy work at times, but oh so fascinating and good for our environment.
CABI Café
This was not a good year for our little community building café. Maintenance and repairs have put
us in the red. Profits, while nice, were never our priority, but we have tried and succeeded in the past
in breaking even. We’re good as new again, however, and hoping to recoup our losses this upcoming year. Please let us know if you’d like us to be open for an event, large or small, that you are holding at CABI. We have several skilled teen baristas who would love to serve you!
Beth Harbison
Teen Advisor, Bee Wrangler, Head Café Barista

Music Education
and Millennial Outreach Report
Nemmie Stieha
At the completion of the 2017-2018 fiscal year the Music Education and Millennial Outreach Program
has entered the completion of the program with the intention of transitioning the program into a
different model of spending the funding as a way of keeping the areas of growth going.
The Table for Adults in their 20s and 30s has grown to 70-80 active members with new participants
joining each month. The events this year have ranged from two to three a month with monthly
Shabbat or Havdalah dinners that focused on different topics such as Jews around the World, Dessert Shabbat, Fall, etc. The Table has also begun creating “spin off” groups of participants that spend
time together outside of official Table events. These are groups of adults who go hiking or out to eat
together. One of the most popular of these spin off groups is the “Girls Night Out” group that meets
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once every two or three months for dinner and a movie or a show.
The hope for the next year (2018-2019) is that these spin off groups will continue to grow to accommodate other areas such as a wine group, a parents group, Torah study, among other ideas. We also
hope to have our monthly dinners be hosted by members of the Table instead of just the Millennial
Outreach Coordinator to engage more leadership.
The Music Education program saw a drastic change in where it helped; this year we were more program development focused rather than education or creating new programs. Some examples of the
success of the Music Education program this year are the integration of music into weekly Jewish
Journeys classes in both Hebrew and Judaica, at the Jewish Journeys holiday celebrations (featuring
student musicians!), the creation of Treefort Shabbat, bringing in Sammy Rosenbaum and Jacob
Glickman for Spiritfort, and adding in special music performances from our community into services
and small events. The role of Music Educator has also served as a mentor for Jewish Journey students
who would like to become song leaders and I hope that this mentorship continues and grows in the
future years, even from a volunteer standpoint.
CABI will always be a strong beacon of music for many years to come and hopefully the programs
we have created in the past two years in music, millennial outreach, and program growth continue
to grow and develop and feed off of the strong standing in Music we have.

Finance Committee Report
As CABI approaches the end to another fiscal year we take stock of where we stand financially. When
I began as Treasurer two years ago we had a projected deficit and lagging annual donations of
member dues. The Board made an appeal to the congregation for increased giving and they responded by increasing their giving by 22% in one year. That year ended in a surplus. This fiscal year,
the Board made a similar appeal by launching a donation structure that encourages levels of giving
appropriate to an individual’s or family's situation. The congregation responded by giving almost at
the same level as the previous year. With the increased funds, the Board increased salaries for underpaid employees — a much needed reward for many years of dedicated work and countless hours of
volunteer labor on their parts.
As we look to the next fiscal year our successes can only continue if the congregation continues to
show up and give generously, of their money and their time. It is only with this support that Congregation Ahavath Beth Israel can continue to be a Jewish space and a source of shared Jewish experience.
James Auw
Treasurer
Note: Budget documents will be available at the Annual Meeting.
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PJ Library
Joanna Jost
PJ Library sends free Jewish children's books to families across the world every month. We know that
something magical happens when parents sit down together to read with their children. PJ Library
shares Jewish stories that can help your family talk together about values and traditions that are important to you.
A program of the Harold Grinspoon Foundation, PJ Library is made possible in Idaho through a partnership with CABI and the Craig & Rebecca Groves Foundation. Families with kids ages 6 months
through 8 years old with at least one Jewish parent, are welcome to sign up, regardless of their Jewish background, knowledge, or observance.
Through the simple act of periodically delivering a book, PJ Library is restoring the role of Jewish parents in identity formation. By restoring Jewish storytelling to the center of Jewish life, PJ Library is
equipping parents with tools to transform bedtime into a powerful Jewish moment. PJ Library provides young families with the first building blocks of their Jewish children’s libraries.
Since late 2015 Idaho has also been part of the PJ Our Way reading program which provides books
to Jewish children ages 8 1/2 through 11. PJ Our Way allows program participants to select one of
four books every month, giving them more choice on their journey toward being life-long readers
while introducing them to Jewish ideas. As part of the program, PJ Our Way participants can create
book reviews, book trailers, videos, quizzes, author interviews, and other media to communicate with
peers about the books.
In the past year, PJ Library Idaho has increased enrollment by about 11%, with 150 current participants. PJ Our Way has 48 current participants, which is a 6% increase from this time last year. PJ Library national estimates that we have enrolled 98% of PJ Our Way eligible children in the state of
Idaho! This year we hope to integrate PJ Library and PJ Our Way into the Shabbat Together program
and continue working both book programs into the Jewish Journeys religious school curriculum.
In May 2018, PJ Library Idaho received a $2,500 grant from the Donald Etra Fund which will help
pay subscription costs for most of this year. We have also reached our maximum enrollment threshold of 150 PJ Library participants so new enrollments will have to be waitlisted until current PJ Library
Idaho participants age-out of the program or move out of the state of Idaho.
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Community and Membership Report
Arleen Winkler
It was a very good year.
A year to reconnect with God, to pray as a community and enhance your spiritual place in this world.
A year of luncheons and dinners for new and prospective members that we met and shared the
wonderful possibilities available to them at CABI.
A year of increased membership and new members who became actively involved.
A year that we again matched congregants needing a seat at a Seder table with congregants who
opened their homes and hearts to share a place for them.
A year that our Gift Shop had a very successful season doubling sales from the previous year.
A year that we started our bi-monthly dinner and theatre evenings.
A year that members and neighbors continued growing vegetables and flowers in our community
garden.
A year where the feeling of community, caring and compassion had us reach out and help those in
need.
A year to take advantage of the wonderful opportunities available to you as a member of our CABI
community.
And a year where we again realized that CABI is our home away from home.
Yes. It was a very good year.
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CONGREGATION AHAVATH BETH ISRAEL BOARD OF TRUSTEES

2018-2019 SLATE OF PROPOSED NOMINEES
Jesikah Luangaphay, Treasurer
James Auw, Member at Large
Dorothy Geffon, Member at Large
David Levine, Member at Large
Vicky Stieha, Member at Large
Arleen Winkler, Member at Large

CONTINUING CURRENT TERM
Sharon Ledesma, President
Amy Duque, Vice President
Kathryn Shapero, Secretary
Patrick Beale, Member at Large
Joe Levitch, Member at Large
Davida Mitchell, Member at Large
Shellan Rodriguez, Member at Large
Dennis Wolf, Member at Large
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EDUCATION CENTER, OFFICE & SYNAGOGUE address
11 North Latah Street
Boise, ID 83706
Office (208) 343-6601
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